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On k-sets of class [0, qj2-1, qj2, qj2+ I, q] in a plane 
of even order q 
MARIALUISA J. DE RESMINI 
Sets of class [0, q / 2 - 1, q / 2, q /2 + 1, q] in a plane of even order q;;;. 4 are classified and all 
possible sets are built. Some of the proofs require lemmas on more general classes of sets in 
planes of arbitrary order; namely, sets of types (0, n, q), (0, n-l, n), (0, n-l, n,q), and (0, n-
I,n,n+l,q). 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let K be a k-set of points in a projective plane of order q, 7T. K is said to be of class 
[m h m2,.·.,ms], 0";m l <m2<·· ·<ms";q+l, if for any line 1 in 7T, IKrllle 
{mlo m2, ... , ms}. Denote by tj the number of mrsecants of K; the tjS are the characters 
of K and [3,10,11] 
s 
L tj=q2+q+l, 
j~1 
s 
L mjtj=k(q+l), 
j-I 
s 
L mj(mj-l)tj=k(k-l). 
j-I 
When tj.,t=. 0, j = 1,2, ... , s, K is of type (m lo m2, ... , ms). 
(Ll) 
Furthermore, the numbers of mrsecants of K through a point off K and through a 
point on K, uj and Vj, respectively, satisfy [10, 11]: 
and 
respectively. 
s 
L mjuj = Ie, 
j~1 
s 
L (mj-l)vj = k-l, 
j-I 
(1.2) 
(1.3) 
In this paper 7T denotes any projective plane of order q and, unless otherwise stated, 
q is even; moreover, 7T is often understood. On the other hand, PG(2, q) denotes the 
Desarguesian plane over the Galois field GF(q). A k-arc in 7T is a k-set of type (0,1,2) 
and an oval (hyperoval) a (q+2)-set of type (0,2). Since for q=2 the class in the title 
is precisely the class of arcs, q is assumed to be at least 4. A dual k-arc is a k-arc in the 
dual plane, i.e. a set of k lines in 7T such that there are at most two of them through any 
point in 7T; in particular, a dual oval is a dual (q + 2)-arc. Next, let It be a set of lines 
in 7T; if It is of class [m lo ... , ms ] in 7T*, the dual plane of 7T, then It is said to be of 
class [mlo ... , ms ] with respect to (w.r.t.) pencils in 7T. 
All the sets of class [0, q/2-1, q/2, q/2+ 1, q] in a projective plane of even order 
q, q;;. 4, are here investigated dividing them according to their possible types. Usually q 
is assumed to be a prime power, but some results hold also in planes of composite order. 
Since a one character set K is either the empty set or the whole plane [6], K will always 
be a proper subset of 7T and have at least two characters. 
In the constructions of all existing sets in the above mentioned class both ovals and 
dual ovals play a major role. Therefore, their existence is assumed whenever they are 
needed. 
The main results obtained are the following ones. 
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Take a dual oval ')'* in 7T and let 100 be one of its lines; the set of points on the lines 
in ')'*\100' the points on 100 deleted, is the unique set of type (0, q/2, q) with just one 
O-secant. Next, take any line 1 not in ')'* and consider the set H of points on the q + 3 
lines of ')'* u {I}; then K = 7T\H is the unique set of type (0, q/2 -1, q/2) with k = 
q(q/2-1). Furthermore, if H' is the set of points on the lines in ')'* and z is a point in 
7T\H', then K'=7T\(H'u{z}) is the unique set of type (0,q/2-1,q/2) with k'= 
(q/2-1)(q+1). 
Finally, let again ')'* be a dual oval and 100 any line in 7T. The set of points on the q + 2 
lines of ')'* with the points on 100 deleted is the unique set of type (0, q / 2, q / 2 + 1, q) with 
a unique O-secant and k = q2/ 2 + q. The other unique set of the same type consists of the 
points on q + 1 lines of ')'*, with the points on the (q + 2 )th one deleted, and of a point 
z through which no line of ')'* passes. 
In case q = 4, sets exist also of types that are ruled out by q"" 8. 
For some results on sets of class [0, (q - 1)/2, (q + 1) / 2, q] in a plane of odd order q 
the reader is referred to [6] and [7]. 
Of course, sets with one O-secant at least can be considered as sets in an affine plane 
(see also [12]). 
A motivation for the research carried out here was a characterization of the set of 
secant lines of an ovaloid in PG(3, q), q even, q"" 4 [5]. 
2. Two CHARACTER SETS 
The results in this section are either known or easy consequences of general theorems 
[11]. For completeness, all existing and non-existing sets are listed in Table 1. 
(0, q) 
(0, q/2) 
(q/2, q) 
Type 
(q/2±I,q) 
(q/2-1, q/2+1) 
(0, q/2+ 1) 
(0,q/2-1) 
(q/2, q/2± 1) 
TABLE 1 
Existence 
. Affine plane, k = q2, any q. 
A Denniston arc in PG(2, q) [4]. A Cossu oval in any 1T containing a dual oval r*; 
K is the set of points in 1T through which no line of r* passes [3L 
Take the complement, a type (1, q /2 + 1) set.· By [11], q / 2 + 1 = 1 + Jq, which implies 
q = 4 and the set is either a Baer subplane or a Hermitian arc. 
They do not exist, by the previous argument. 
By eqs (1.1), either q = 2 and K is an oval, or q =4 and K is a Baer subplane or a 
Hermitian arc [11]. 
It exists only when q = 2 and is an oval [1]. 
It exists only when q = 4 and is a point [10]. 
They do not exist [11]. 
3. THREE CHARACTER SETS 
First of all the sets having both O-secants and q-secants are considered and some results 
proved which hold for any q. 
For any k-set, if both O-secants and q-secants exist, then to> 1, to the number of 
O-secants, implies that all O-secants and all q-secants pass through the same point, say 
w, and through any point on K at most one q-secant passes. On the other hand, if a 
point exists on K through which at least two q-secants pass, then there is just one O-secant 
(to= 1). 
PROPOSITION 3.1. For any q and any n, 1 ~ n ~ q -1, a unique k-set, K. exists of type 
(0, n, q,) such that to> 1. K consists of the points on its n concurrent q-secants. 
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PROOF. Straightforward. (See also [2].) 
Therefore, sets of types (0,q/2-1,q), (0,q/2,q), and (0,q/2+1,q) with to>1 can 
be constructed. 
Next, assume to = 1. By equations (1.1), a unique set exists of type (0, n, q) and for it 
k=n(q+I), tq=n(q+l)/(q-n). If n=q-l, then K consists of the points on q+l 
concurrent lines, their common point and the points on the unique O-secant deleted. If 
n = 1, then tq is an integer only when q = 2, so that K is a conic. Thus, 2:s:: n:S:: q - 2 is 
assumed. 
PROPOSITION 3.2. A necessary condition for a type (0, n, q) k-set with a unique O-secant, 
hence k = n(q + 1), to exist in a plane of order q = ph, P a prime, h ~ 1 an integer, is 
n = ph _pS, O:S::s:s::h-1. (3.3) 
PROOF. By equations (1.3), Vq = q/(q - n); by (1.2), for a point on the O-secant, 
uq = n/(q - n). Thus, (i) (q - n)lq and (ii) (q - n)ln are necessary existence conditions, 
and q - n must be a proper divisor of both q and n; indeed, if q - n = 1, then the set was 
already considered; this set is the unique one when q = p. If q - n = q, then K is of type 
(O,q). Since (i) implies q_n=ps, O:S::s:s::h-l, from (i) and (ii) the statement follows. 
Notice that all the lines through a point off K not on the unique O-secant are n-secants. 
Whether the necessary condition (3.3) is also sufficient or not is an open question when 
q is odd. On the other hand, the next propositions provide some sets of type (0, n, q) 
which certainly exist in PG(2,2h ). 
PROPOSITION 3.4. Let 7T be a plane of even order q, y an oval in 7T and 100 an external 
line to y. Then K = 7T\{/oo u y} is a k-set of type (0, q-2, q) for which to= 1, k= 
(q - 2) (q + 1). Conversely, any set with these parameters is precisely K 
PROOF. The first statement is obvious. Therefore, assume K is a «q-2)(q+I)-set 
of type (0,q-2, q) with a unique O-secant, say 100 , In 7T*, the dual plane of 7T, consider 
the set 2 of all q-secants of K, 121 = tq = (q - 2)(q + 1)/2. 2 is of type (0, q/2 -I, q/2) 
w.r.t. pencils (use equations (1.2». The number of O-secant pencils of 2 is tt = q + 2, 
since through any point in the complement of K not on 100 only (q - 2) -secants of K 
pass, hence no line of 2. Thus it suffices to prove that these q + 2 points lie on an oval. 
Assume three collinear points exist not on K through which no q-secant of K passes. 
Then the line I through them is a (q - 2) -secant of K; since I meets 100 at a point off K, I 
is at most a (q - 3)-secant, a contradiction. Next, assume I is a line on which a unique 
point xe K lies through which no q-secant passes. Hence, I is a (q-2)-secant of K and 
meets 100 at a point ye K; consequently, a point z other than x and y exists on I not on 
K; therefore, through z only (q - 2)-secants pass. The statement follows. 
Notice that Proposition 3.4 holds also in a plane of composite even order containing 
an oval; furthermore it also gives the construction of a set of type (0, q/2-1, q) (see 
Proposition 3.13). 
PROPOSITION 3.5. Let 2 be a dual (q + I)-arc in 7T, a plane of even order q, and 100 the 
line completing 2 into a dual oval. The points on the lines of 2, the points on 100 deleted, 
form a set K of type (0, q/2, q); 100 is its unique O-secant, the lines in 2 are its q-secants 
and k = q(q + 1)/2. Conversely, any k-set K with these parameters is the set just 
described. 
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PROOF. The first statement is straightforward. In order to prove the converse, it suffices 
to check that the q-secants of K form a dual (q+1)-arc. Indeed, using equations (1.2) 
and (1.3), through any point on K exactly two q-secants pass; through any point off K 
not on 100 , the unique O-secant, no q-secant passes; finally, through any point on 100 
precisely one q-secant passes. Therefore the q-secants form a dual (q + I)-arc; since the 
points on them exhaust the points on K, the statement is proved. 
Another construction of the complement of the set in Proposition 3.5 is a special case 
of a more general result in [14]. In this paper Thas constructs also dual ovals in some 
translation planes; therefore, in such planes the sets in Propositions 3.4 and 3.5 exist. 
A more general result is the next one which includes Proposition 3.4. 
PROPOSITION 3.6. Let r be a maximal {q2_ nq - n; q - n}-arc [1] in a plane of order 
q, any q, and 100 one of its external lines. The point set K = 1T\{rU loo} is of type (0, n, q) 
and 100 is its unique O-secant; moreover, k = n( q + 1). Conversely, any set with these 
parameters is the set just described. 
PROOF. Again, only the converse is proved. Let 100 be the unique O-secant of K; since 
k= n(q+1), the size of H= 1T\(K U 100 ) is precisely that ofa type (0, q-n) maximal arc 
[1]. Through any point in H just n-secants pass of K. Thus, H is a maximal arc provided 
on any line joining two points in H precisely q - n points lie of H. Let 1 be a line 
containing q - n + x points through any of which only n-secants of K pass, x an integer. 
Then 1 is an n-secant of K; consider the point 1 (") 100 through which also q-secants pass; 
therefore, q + 1 -1 - (q - n + x) = n implies x = ° and the statement follows. 
The result in Proposition 3.6 was already obtained in [2], but in dual form. More 
precisely, take a maximal {(m-1)(q+1); m}-arc and the set of its m-secants; the dual 
of this set is a set of type (0, n, q), m = q/(q - n), with just one O-secant. 
The existence of maximal arcs in planes of odd order q is still an open problem for 
q '" 3h ; when q = 3h, such arcs do not exist [3,13], hence, the sets in Proposition 3.6 do 
not exist either. On· the other hand, Denniston proved [4] the existence of maximal 
{2h+m - 2h + 2m; 2m}-arcs in PG(2, 2h), 1,,;;; m,,;;; h -1, and Thas constructed [15] a maximal 
{23m - 22m + 2m; 2m}_al'Q in a translation plane of order 22m and also in the projective 
Liineburg plane; this construction is generalized in [14] giving a maximal {q2d-I_ qd + 
qd-l; qd-l}_arc in a translation plane of order qd, q even. Therefore, in all these cases 
the set constructed in Proposition 3.6 does exist. Using Denniston arcs, the set in 
Proposition 3.6 exists for any n = 2h _2m, 1,,;;; m,,;;; h -1, provided the plane is PG(2,2h ). 
Notice that in the special case m = h -1, i.e. n = q/2, Proposition 3.5 provides a more 
general construction than the one by a Denniston arc, since it requires only a dual oval 
in the plane (with which, of course, a maximal arc is associated) whose even order may 
also be composite. 
PROPOSITION 3.7. No k-set exists of type either (0, q/2+ 1, q) or (0, q/2-1, q) with a 
unique O-secant. 
PROOF. In the former case (3.3) implies q = 4, so that K is of type (0, 3, 4), i.e. n = q-l 
(Proposition 3.1); in the latter, condition (3.3) does not hold when q ~ 4. 
Next, sets of type (0, n -1, n), n < q, are considered. For such a set K, since Vn ~ 1, 
Vn-l ~ 1, otherwise K would be of type either (0, n) or (0, n -1), 
(n -2)q+ n,,;;; k,,;;; (n -1)q+ n-1. (3.8) 
Necessary existence condition can be proved when k equals either the lower or the upper 
bound in (3.8). 
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PROPOSITION 3.9. Let 7T be a plane of order q = ph, P a prime, h;:;.l an integer. Then 
n = pS and slh (3.10) 
are necessary conditions for a k-set to exist of type (0, n - 1, n) with k = (n - 2) q + n, 2 < n < q. 
PROOF. By equations (Ll), tn = q + 1-2q/ n, tn- 1 = q2+ q - (q2 - q)/(n -1); thus, the 
conditions (n-1)I(q2_q) and nlq follow. Consequently, nlq and (n-1)I(q-1) imply 
n=ps and slh. Indeed, n=2p S(po=2) cannot hold, because, if so, then (n-1)I(q2_ q ). 
By a similar argument, when k=(n-1)(q+1), the following must hold 
nlq(q+1); (3.11) 
moreover, for any point on such a set K, 
Vn = q and Vn-l = 1. (3.12) 
Next, these results are used to investigate the sets which are the main subject of this 
paper. 
PROPOSITION 3.13. Let 7T be a plane of order q = 2h and y* a dual oval in 7T. Take any 
line, say 100 , in 7T not in y* and consider the set H of all points on these q + 3 lines. Then 
K = 7T\H is a set of type (0, q/2 -1, q/2) with k = q(q/2 -1). Next, let H' be the set of 
points on the lines of y* and z a point in 7T\H'. Then K' = 7T\(H' u {z}) is a set of type 
(0, q/2 -1, q/2) with k' = (q/2 -l)(q + 1). Conversely, K and K' are the unique sets of type 
(0, q/2-1, q/2) in 7T. 
PROOF. Since it is easy to check that K and K' have the required parameters, just 
their uniqueness is proved. Taking into account Proposition 3.9 and that both k = 
(q/2-2)(q+1)+3 and k=(q/2-2)(q+1)+4 imply q=4, so that K consists of three 
non-collinear points and four points, no three of them collinear, respectively, 
k = (q/2-2)q+ q/2+ x, with 3 ~ x~ q-1. (3.14) 
Therefore, equations (Ll) yield the condition 2h - 1 1 x(x + 1). Consequently, either 
(3.15) 
or 
(3.16) 
Since x ~ q -1, (3.15) implies a = 1 and (3.16) implies f3 = 1 or 2. Thus, only three values 
of k may occur; namely: (i) k = q(q/2 -1); (ii) k = q(q/2 -1) -1; (iii) k = (q/2 -1)(q + 1). 
(i) By equations (Ll), to = q + 3. We prove that the O-secants of K are the q + 2 lines 
of a dual oval and any other line in 7T. From equations (1.2), Uq /2= uo(q/2-1)-q/2+1 
follows. Thus, Uo ;:;'1; hence, Uq/2 ~ q, which implies uo~ 3 + 2/(q/2-1), i.e. uo~ 3 (when 
q = 4, Uo = 5 implies K = 0). Consequently, the set K* of the O-secants of K is of type 
(0,1,2,3) w.r.t. pencils and tt = k = q(q/2 -1), tf = q/2, t! = q(q +2)/2, tt = q/2+ 1. All 
the points through which either one or three lines of K* pass lie on a line, say 100 • Indeed, 
equations (1.3) in the dual plane yield vt - vf = 1 and it is easy to show any other 
configuration of the lines in K* contradicts this equality. Next, the lines in K*\/oo form 
a dual oval; this follows from t! = 17T\(K u 100)1 and tt = q/2+ 1 taking into account the 
previous argument. Therefore, K is the complement of the points on the lines in K*, i.e. 
is the set K in the statement. 
(ii) k = q(q/2 -1) -1 is ruled out by tq / 2- 1 being an integer only when q = 4, in which 
case the set consists of four points, no three of them collinear. 
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(iii) If k = (q/2 -1)(q + 1), then to = q + 2, tq/2- 1 = q + 1. The same argument as in (i) 
shows that 0,,;;; uo";;; 2; consequently, the O-secants of K form a dual oval ,.*; hence, 
t~ = k+ 1. Therefore, a point z exists in 7T\K through which only j-secants of K pass, 
j~O. Equations (1.2) show that all lines through z are (q/2-1)-secants of K and they 
are the unique (q/2-1)-secants of K. Thus, K is the set K' in the statement (see 
Proposition 3.4). 
REMARK. In [1] (see also [2]) a set of type (0, n-l, n) all whose (n-1)-secants are 
concurrent was built deleting a point from a maximal {k; n}-arc. When n = q/2 the set 
K' in Proposition 3.13 is obtained. Recall that the existence of an oval implies that of a 
maximal arc (see also [8,9,14]). In [2] another set of type (0, n -1, n) is constructed 
deleting the points on an n-secant of a maximal {k; n}-arc; again, when n = q/2 the set 
K in Proposition 3.13 is obtained. 
PROPOSITION 3.17. No k-set of type (0, q/2, q/2+1) exists in 7T. 
PROOF. It is easy to check that neither the upper nor the lower bound in (3.8) can 
be attained and that k = q2/ 2 - q / 2 + 2 is impossible (equations (1.1) have no integral 
solution). Therefore, 
k = q2/2-q/2+2+x, (3.18) 
where 
l";;;x,,;;;3q/2-3. (3 .19) 
Consequently, tq/2 = q2_ q+4+2x - (x+ l)(q -1) - (x+ 1)(4+2x)/ q. Since q = 2h and 
tq/2 must be an integer, 2h- 1 1 (x + 1)(2+ x), which implies either x = exq/2 -1, with ex";;; 2 
by (3.19), or x = f32 h - 1 - 2, with f3";;; 2, again by (3.19). Hence, the possible values for k 
are the following ones: (i) k = q2/2; (ii) k = q2/2 + 1; (iii) k = q2/2+ q/2; (iv) k = q2/2+ 
q/2+1; (v) k=q2/2+q-1. 
(i) Since tq/2+l is not an integer, such set does not exist. 
(ii) In this case vqj2=q/2 and such a set is a total (q/2)-regular (k;q/2+l)-arc in 
the sense of Halder [8]. By [8, Satz 1], the necessary existence condition, since q/2 and 
q/2+1 are coprime, is q=(q/2? (mod(q/2+l). Therefore, such a set does not exist 
when q > 4. When q = 4, K is the complement of three non-concurrent lines: k = 9, type 
(0,2,3). 
In each of the remaining cases (iii)-(v) from equations (1.1) it follows that tq/2+1 is 
not an integer; hence, such sets cannot exist. 
PROPOSITION 3.20. No k-set exists of type (0, q/2-1, q/2+1). 
PROOF. Assume to = 1. Since Vq/ 2+1;;' 1, Vq/2+I";;; q and a O-secant exists, equations 
(1.3) and (1.2) provide bounds for k, so that k=q2/2+q/2+x, with -3q/2,,;;;x,,;;;-1. 
Then the consistency of equations (1.1) requires that 
x 2+ qx+ q3 /4-3q2/4- q = O. (3.21) 
Since the discriminant of equation (3.21) is negative for q;;. 8, no solution exists. On the 
other hand, when q = 4, for all possible value of k, equations (1.3) are non-consistent. 
Next, assume to> 1. Take a point for which Vo = 2 to get bounds for k; hence, k = 
q2/2-q/2+x, with -(q-l),,;;;x,,;;;(q-l). Solve equations (1.1), then to= 
q - 2 + (x2 - qx + 1) / (q2 /4 -1), and to must be an integer. Thus, the condition x 2 - qx + 1 ;;. 
q2/4 -1 lowers the upper bound for x, so that x < -q / 4. Furthermore, a direct computation 
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rules out q=4 and allows to write -q+3:s;x<-q/4-1. For convenience, set x= 
-q/2+y, with -q/2+3:s;y<q/4-1; thus, 
to = q + 1 + (y2+ 2qy+4)/(q2/4-1). (3.22) 
It is easy to check that in the range for y the ratio in (3.22) is less than one. The statement 
follows. 
PROPOSITION 3.23. No k-set exists of type (q/2-1, q/2, qj2+1). 
PROOF. Solve equations (1.1); then tq/2> 0 implies 
k 2_ kq2+ q4/4+ q3 /4-3q2/4- q -1 < O. (3.24) 
For q ~ 8 the discriminant of the left hand side in (3.24) is negative; thus, no solution 
exists. When q = 4, either K is of type (1,3) (see section 2) or k = 8 and equations (1.3) 
are non-consistent. Use also (1.2). 
Finally, the sets of type (m, n, q), m > 0, are considered. Firstly, remark that Vq = 1 for 
any point in K implies that K is 7T with one point deleted; indeed, all q-secants meet at 
a point, say z, off K and no j-secant, j = m, n, exists through z since through each of its 
points on K one q-secant passes. 
PROPOSITION 3.25. No k-set exists of type (q/2 -1, q/2, q). 
PROOF. Assume tq = 1. Equations (1.3) give bounds for k, taking a point on the unique 
q-secant and a point not on it, which cannot be attained (use equations (1.1); thus, 
k=q2/2-x, with l:s;x:s;q-1. For the simultaneous equations (1.1) to be consistent, x 
must be a root of 
x 2-x(q+ 1)+3q3 /4- q2+ q = 0 
whose discriminant is negative when q ~ 4. 
Assume tq > 1. Equations (1.2) yield an upper bound for k taking a point off K for 
which uq = 1. Consequently, k = q2/ 2 + x and O:s; x :s; q / 2. Solve equations (1.1) to get 
tq = (x2+ x(q+ 1)+ q3/4+ q2/4_ q/2)j(3q2/4- q/2); 
tq must be an integer, hence q/2 must divide x, i.e. x = aq/2. The upper bound for x 
implies a = 1 and then tq is not an integer. 
REMARK. Let K be a k-set of type (n -1, n, q) with tq = 1 and k = nq. Under these 
assumptions it is easy to prove that either n = 1 or n = q + 1. 
PROPOSITION 3.26. No k-set exists of type (q/2, q/2+ 1, q). 
PROOF. Since for such a set the third of equations (1.1) implies (q/2) I k(k -1), either 
k = aqj2 or k = f3q/2+ 1. Assume tq = 1; using the same bounds for k as in Proposition 
3.25, k=aqj2 implies k=q2/2+q which is ruled out by the previous remark, and 
k = f3q/2+ 1 implies f3 = q/2+ 1 and then equations (1.1) are non-consistent. 
Next, assume tq> 1. Again, with the usual bounds for k, either k = q2/2+ q or k = 
q2/2 + q + 1. In the former case tq is not a positive integer when q;l:. 4; anyhow, q = 4 is 
ruled out by t4 = 27, a contradiction. In the latter case, tq is not an integer when q;l:. 4. 
For q = 4, take a point on the unique 3-secant to get a contradiction. 
PROPOSITION 3.27. No k-set exists of type (q/2-1,q/2+1, q). 
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PROOF. Again, when tq = 1, k = q2/2+x and -q/2~x~ q/2+ 1. Thus, from equations 
(1.1) x 2 = _q3/ 4+ q2+ q follows; hence, x 2 < 0 when q > 4. On the other hand, a direct 
computation shows that no set of type (1,3,4) exists when q = 4 with a unique 4-secant. 
Assume tq> 1 and the same value for k, with 0 ~ x ~ 3q/2 -1. Since the q-secants of K 
are the tangents to its complement and their number may suitably be written as q2 + q + 1 -
k + y, y an integer, 
(3.28) 
Solve equations (1.1) using (3.28) and k=q2/2+x. From tq/2+,>0 and tq / 2_,>0 both 
bounds for y and an existence condition follow; namely, 
-q2/2+3x -4- q+ (3x -4)/(q/2-1) <y < -q2/2+3x -4+ q+ (4-x)/(q/2+ 1), 
(3.29) 
In the range for x the polynomial in (3.29) is always negative; hence, its positive root is 
greater than 3q/2-1 and no solution exists. 
4. FOUR CHARACTER SETS 
Four out of the five possible types of four character sets in the class we are investigating 
have both O-secants and q-secants; they will be considered first recalling the remark at 
the beginning of Section 3. 
PROPOSITION 4.1. For any q and any n ~ 2, precisely two k-sets exist of type (0, n-
1, n, q) with to> 1. They consist of the points on n - 1 concurrent lines their common point 
w deleted and of either n -lor n points on another line through w; the remaining lines 
through ware the O-secants. 
PROOF. Of course, the sets in the statement have the required type. Therefore, we just 
prove their uniqueness. Taking into account Proposition 3.1, l~tq~n-l, 2~to~ 
q - n + 1. U~ing a point in K on a q-secant and a point off K on a O-secant, bounds for 
k are obtained. Hence, write 
to=q-n+l-x, with O~x~q-n-l, 
and 
k = nq - y, with 0 ~ y ~ q. 
Solve the simultaneous equations (1.1) with these values, tllen 
y2-2qy+2ny- y+2nqx-qx- q2x 
t=n+x+ . 
q n2-n-2nq+q+q2' 
thus, tq ~ n - 1 gives the following condition: 
y2_ y(2q - 2n + 1) + (q - n)(q - n + 1)+ x(n2- n) ~ O. 
(4.2) 
(4.3) 
(4.4) 
The discriminant of the left hand side in (4.4) is .:1 = -4x(n2 - n) + 1. Consequently, no 
solution exists for x> O. On the other hand, x = 0 implies either y = q - n + 1 or y = q - n 
and the statement follows. 
COROLLARY 4.5. When q is even, two k-sets exist of type both (0, qj2 -1, qj2, q) and 
(0,q/2,q/2+1,q) with more than one O-secant; for them k=q2/2-q/2-e and k= 
q2/2 + q / 2 + e, respectively, e = 0, 1. 
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N ext, consider the sets of type (0, q /2 - 1, q / 2 + 1, q) with more than one O-secant. 
Such sets do not exist when q = 4, but they might exist for large qs. To get bounds for 
k, take a point off K such that Uo = uq = 0, and such points do exist, and a point on K 
for which Vq = 1. Thus, k = q2/2+ x, with -q/2-1 ~ x ~ q/2+ 1. Furthermore, tq = q/2 - y, 
with 1 ~ Y ~ q / 2 - 1 (see Proposition 4.1) and, of course, 2 ~ to ~ q - 1 - tq. Solving 
equations (1.1) with these values and using the bounds for to and the fact that the tjS 
must be positive integers, necessary conditions on x and y can be found but they do not 
allow to rule out the existence of sets of the required type. This is the reason why such 
conditions are not written down here. 
Let K be a k-set of type (0, n -1, n, q) n ~ q -1, any q, with a unique O-secant, say 
100• By the previous arguments, through a point on 100 at most n q-secants pass. On the 
other hand, all lines through such a point may be (n -1)-secants. Therefore, 
k= nq+x, with -q ~ x~ n(q - n). 
Solve the simultaneous equations (1.1); thus, 
{
tn-I = -qx+ x+ (x2-x)/(q - n + 1)+ (nq2_ n2q)/(q - n + 1) 
tn = q ( q + 1 + x - n) - X - (x2 + x) / ( q - n) 
tq = (nq(q - n) +2x(q - n) + x 2+ x)/(q - n + 1)(q - n). 
From tn-I> ° the inequality 
X2_X(q2_ nq+ n) + nq(q - n) > ° 
(4.6) 
(4.7) 
follows, so that either x> q(q - n), a contradiction, or x < n which lowers the upper 
bound in (4.6); hence, 
k= nq+x, with-q~x<n. (4.8) 
All these formulas will be used in the proofs of the next propositions. 
PROPOSITION 4.9. When q>4, no k-set exists of type (0, q/2-1, q/2, q) with a unique 
O-secant, say 100• When q = 4, K consists of the points on two lines from each of which one 
point is deleted. 
PROOF. Consider equations (4.7) with n = q/2. Since tn = tq/2 must be an integer, 
(q/2)I(x2+x) which implies either x=aq/2 or x=f3q/2-1. Since -q~x<q/2, the 
possible solutions are: x=O, -q/2, -q, -1, q/2-1, -q/2-1, -q-1. If x=O, q/2-1, 
-q/2, -q/2-1, -q -1, then tq is not an integer. If x = -q, then tq/2- 1 =3q2/2> q2+ q, 
a contradiction. When x = -1, there is a solution with the following parameters: k = 
q2/2 - 1, t q/2-1 = tq/2 = q2/ 2 + 1, tq = q - 2. Next, we prove that such a set exists only when 
q = 4, and then is the set in the statement. Using equations (1.3), it is easy to check that 
for a point on K either Vq = 1 or Vq = 2, whereas for a point on 100 either uq = ° or uq = 1. 
Therefore, the q-secants of K form a (q - 2)-arc in the dual plane and the points on them 
exhaust the points on K. Hence, 
(q-2)q-(q-2)(q-3)/2= k= q2/2-1, 
and this implies q/2 = 2, i.e. q = 4. 
PROPOSITION 4.10. When q ~ 8, there exist precisely two k-sets of type (0, q/2, q/2+ 1, q) 
with a unique O-secant, 100• Namely, a set K whose q-secants form a dual oval, say r*, and 
100 is any line in 7T not in r*. K consists of the points on the q + 2 lines of r* with the points 
on 100 deleted (k = q2/ 2 + q). And a set K I whose q-secants together with 100 form a dual 
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oval r*'. K' consists of the points on its q-secants and of a point z through which no line 
of r*' passes (k' = q2j2+ qj2 + 1). When q = 4, also the affine plane 7TV,:> with either two 
or three noncollinear points deleted is a set of type (0,2,3,4). 
PROOF. Of course, the sets in the statement are of the required type. In order to prove 
their uniqueness, notice that, by the third of equations (1.1), (qj2) I k(k -1). Hence, by 
(4.8) with n = qj2+ 1, the possible values for x are: x = qj2, 0, -qj2, -q, 1, -qj2+ 1, 
- q + 1. With the help of equations (4.7) most of these values are ruled out. Namely, if 
x = qj2, -q, 1, then tq is not an integer for q > 4; for q = 4 and x = -q, t3 is negative; 
when q = 4 and x = q j 2 or 1, the set is the affine plane with either two or three non-collinear 
points deleted. When x = -qj2, tq/2+1 = ° and x = -q+ 1 implies tq/2+1 <0. 
Therefore, for any q, the possible values are x = ° and x = -qj2 + 1. In the former case, 
k = q2j2 + q, tq = q + 2; with the help of equations (1.2) and (1.3) it is straightforward that 
the q-secants form a dual oval r* and 100 is any line in 7T*\r*. Hence, this set is the set 
K in the statement. In the latter case, k' = q2 j 2 + q / 2 + 1, tq = q + 1. Again, using equations 
(1.2) and (1.3), it is easy to check that the q-secants together with 100 form a dual oval 
r*' and that a point z exists on no line of r*' such that any line through z is a 
(q/2+ 1)-secant. Consequently, this set is the set K' in the statement. 
PROPOSITION 4.11. When q~8, no k-set exists of type (0, q/2-1, q/2+1, q), in 7T, 
with a unique O-secant 100• For q = 4, such a set is the affine plane 7T \ 100 with three collinear 
points deleted. 
PROOF. By the same argument that led to (4.6), 
k=q2/2+x, and -1~x~(q/2)(q/2+2). 
Solve equations (1.1) for such a k-set; thus, 
{
tq = q -4+ (x2 _4)/(q2/ 4-1) 
tq/2- 1 = 3q2/4- q+2-x(q + 1)/2+ (x2-4)/(q+2) 
tq/2+l = (q + 1)(q+ x)j2 - (q3/4 - q(q+ 1)+ x 2)j(q - 2). 
(4.12) 
Assume q> 4; then it is a simple matter of computation to show that tq / 2 - 1 > ° implies 
-1 ~ x < q / 4. In this range for x, tq is not an integer. Assume q = 4; then the possible 
values for x are x = 4, 5. When x = 5, i.e. k = 13, K is the affine plane with three collinear 
points deleted (t l = 1). The case x = 4 is ruled out by equations (1.2) and (1.3). 
Before considering the sets of type (0, q/2 -1, q/2, q/2 + 1), notice that in PG(2,4) a 
set of this type can always be constructed taking any k-arc and adding a point on one 
of its 2-secants. 
PROPOSITION 4.13. Let K be a set of type (0, qj2-1, q/2, q/2+1). Then q-2~ to~ 
q+ 1. 
PROOF. In order to get bounds for k, consider a point on K such that all lines through 
it are (q/2-1)-secants and a point off K all lines through which are (q/2+1)-secants. 
Thus, 
-3q/2-1 ~ x~ 3q/2+ 1. (4.14) 
Solve equations (1.1) with this value, using to as a parameter; then, from tq/2> ° and 
tq / 2 - 1 > 0, 
1 + (x2+ q3 /4- q2 - q)/(q2/4-1) < to < 1 + (x2 - x(q+ 1) + q3/4)(q2/2+ q/2) 
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follows. Consequently, taking into account the bounds for x in (4.14), 
q-2,,;;;,to";;;'q+1. 
In each of these possible cases, the upper bound for x in (4.14) can be improved recalling 
that the minimum number of points the O-secants can cover occurs when they form an 
arc. Hence, with to= q+ y, -2";;;'y,,;;;, 1, x,,;;;, -q/2+ 1 + (y2-3Y)/2. Whether such sets exist 
or not is an open question. 
PROPOSITION 4.15. A set of type (q/2-1, q/2, q/2+1, q) with a unique q-secant, say 
I, does not exist when q ~ 8. On the other hand, adding a point on one of the lines of a Baer 
subplane in PG(2,4) an 8-set is constructed of type (1,2,3,4) with a unique 4-secant. 
PROOF. The second statement is obvious; notice that the other solutions of equations 
(1.1) for q = 4, t4 = 1, are ruled out by equations (1.2) and (1.3) (they correspond to k = 7 
and k = 9, respectively). 
In order to prove the first statement, take k=q2/2+q-x, with 0,,;;;, x,,;;;,5q/2+ 1; the 
bounds for k follow from considering both a point off 1 all lines through which are 
(q/2 -1)-secants and a point on 1 such that all the lines through it other than 1 are 
(q / 2 + I)-secants. Solve the simultaneous equations (1.1); then tq/2> 0 implies 
x 2-2qx+q3/4-q<0. (4.16) 
Since the discriminant of (4.16) is negative, no solution is possible. 
PROPOSITION 4.17. No set exists of type (q/2-1, q/2, q/2+1, q) with more than one 
q-secant. 
PROOF. Firstly it will be proved that some point exists on K through which more 
than one q-secant passes. Assume this does not occur and recall both the remark after 
Proposition 3.23 and Propositions 3.1 and 4.1. Let w be the point off K through which 
all q-secants pass. Since points exist of K on no q-secant, it is straightforward that 
2,,;;;, tq";;;' q/2-3. For convenience, write 
tq = q/2- y, with 3 ,,;;;,y,,;;;, q/2-2. (4.18) 
Consider the lines through w, then 
k = 3q2/4- qy/2+ Z, with -1- y,,;;;, z,,;;;, q+ 1 + y. (4.19) 
Next, take a point in K on a q-secant, Vq = 1; since 0,,;;;, Vq/2+t";;;' q, from equations (1.3), 
z,,;;;, qy/2- q2/4+ q. Thus, by (4.19),y ~ q/2-2; hence, (4.18) implies tq = 2. Consequently, 
k = q2/2+ q/2+ 1 +x, with 0,,;;;, x,,;;;, 2q -2. (4.20) 
This upper bound for x can be improved; indeed, tq/2> 0 and tq/2-t> 0 imply x,,;;;,q/2. 
Finally, 2tq/2- t = q3/4 - q2/2+ q + x+ x 2; therefore, tq/2-t <q2+ q -1 yields the existence 
condition: 
(4.21) 
For q ~ 16, the discriminant of (4.21) is negative; hence, such k-sets do not exist. On the 
other hand, a direct computation rules out q = 4,8. Consequently, some point exists in 
K for which Vq = 2. Using such a point, 
k = q2/2+ x, with -q/2+ 1,,;;;, x,,;;;, 3q/2-1; (4.22) 
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considering the complement of K, 
tq = q2/2 + q + 1- x + y, y an integer. (4.23) 
Next, solve equations (1.1) with these values and take into account that the ;s must be 
positive integers. This leads to bounds for y, namely 
-5q/2-7+3x+ (3x -7)/(q/2 -1) <y < -3q2/2 - q -x+(x2+ qx -x+ q)/(q2/4- q/2), 
whence the condition 
(4.24) 
When q;;. 8, the polynomial at the left hand side in (4.24) is negative in the range for x; 
therefore, no solution exists. If q = 4, then k = 7, t4 = 2 and there would be O-secants, a 
contradiction. 
5. FIVE CHARACTER SETS 
Also in this case, a result similar to Propositions 3.1 and 4.1 holds. 
PROPOSITION 5.1. Foranyq and any n, 2~ n ~ q -2, six sets exist of type (0, n -1, n, n + 
1, q) with more than one O-secant. Fix any point w in 71' and take q - n lines through w as 
O-secants, n -1 as q-secants and the remaining two ones, say 1 and 1', as j-secants, j E 
{n -1, n, n + I}. The six possible sets correspond to the six possible choices for 1 and 1'. 
PROOF. Obviously, the sets in the statement are of the required type; for them 
k = q(n -1) + s, where s = 2n - 2, 2n -1, 2n, 2n + 1; when s = 2n, either both 1 and l' are 
n-secants or 1 is an (n + 1)-secant and l' an (n -1)-secant. 
In order to prove these k-sets are unique, it is sufficient to show that the number N 
of j-secants through w,j E {n -1, n, n + I}, is exactly two. Propositions 3.1 and 4.1 rule 
out N = 0 and N = 1, respectively. Assume N = 3, tq = n - 2, to = q - n, and set k = 
q(n - 2) + x, with 3(n -1) ~ x ~ 3(n + 1). Solve equations (1.1); then tn > 0 implies 
(5.2) 
Since the discriminantof(5.2) is negative for 2 ~ n ~ q - 2, no solution exists. The statement 
follows. 
As a corollary to Proposition 5.1, the result holds for n = q/2. 
Finally, the sets of type (0, q/2-I, q/2, q/2+ 1, q) are considered with a unique 
O-secant, say 100 , We distinguish two cases: q = 4 and q;;. 8. When q = 4, equations (1.2) 
give bounds for k; namely, 7 ~ k ~ 13. k = 13 is ruled out by the fact that it is impossible 
to delete three points from the affine plane PG(2, 4)\100 = 71'a and have a set of type 
(0,1,2,3,4) with a unique O-secant in PG(2,4). For each of the remaining values for Ie, 
a set is constructed as follows. k = 7; K consists of four collinear points and three 
non-collinear points in 71'a; there are just three 3-secants, six 2-secants and ten tangents. 
k = 8; K consists of the points on two concurrent 4-secants in 71'a and of a point off these 
lines. k = 9; take a point on 100 and through it a 4-secant, a 3-secant and two I-secants, 
say 1 and 1', in such a way that the line joining 1 n K and l' n K is a 4-secant. k = 10; K 
consists of the points on three concurrent lines in 71'a' k = 11; apply Proposition 5.1. k = 12; 
delete four points, three of them collinear, from 71'a. 
PROPOSITION 5.3. When q;;. 8, no set exists of type (0, q/2 -1, q/2, q/2 + 1, q) with a 
unique O-secant, say 100 , 
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PROOF. Firstly, assume all the tq = q/2 -1- z, O~ z ~ q/2 - 2, q-secants pass through 
the same point w on 100 (see Proposition 4.17). Consider the lines through w, then 
3q2/4- q/2-2 - z(q/2+ 1) ~ k~ 3q2/4+ q/2+2- z(q/2-1). (5.4) 
On the other hand, some point exists for which Vq = 0 (by Proposition 3.1). Thus, by 
equations (1.3), 
(5.5) 
Comparing the bounds in (5.4) and (5.5), only tq = 1 is possible and this is ruled out by 
direct computation for any k in the range q2 /2 ~ k ~ q2/2 + 2q; indeed, tq/2 < O. 
Consequently, tq > 1 and the q-secants meet on K: moreover, there are at most q/2 of 
them through a point. Hence, k = q2/ 2 + 1 + x, with - q / 2 ~ x ~ 0, and tq = 
q2/2+q-x+y,y an integer. Solve equations (1.1) with these values; then tq/2+1= 
_q3/ 4+ 3qx/2 + x - qy /2 + tq/2- 1. From tq/2+1> 0 and tq/2> 0 bounds for y follow which 
are impossible; namely 
y < -q2/2+2q -4+3x+ (4-x)/(q/2+ 1) = A, 
and 
y> -q+ 10+2x+ (x2+2x - q+ 10)/(q2/4-1) = B. 
Since, for any x, A < B, the statement follows. 
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